A Compendium of Private Equity Tax Games
Gregg D. Polsky1
This paper will describe and analyze tax strategies, lawful and unlawful, used by private
equity firms to minimize taxes. While one strategy—the use of “carried interest”—should by now
be well understood by tax practitioners and academics, the others remain far more obscure. In
combination, these strategies allow private equity managers to pay preferential tax rates on all of
their risky pay (through carried interest), pay preferential tax rates on much of their non-risky pay
(through management fee waivers and misallocations of their expense deductions), and push much
of the residual non-risky pay down to their funds’ portfolio companies who, unlike the fund, can
derive significant tax benefits from the resulting deductions (through monitoring fees and
management fee offsets).
I. Background: Private Equity Activities and Structure
Private equity funds pool capital to make investments in portfolio companies, usually in
connection with increasing the leverage of these companies. Typically, these funds will, alone or in
concert with other funds, buy all or nearly all of a portfolio company’s outstanding stock.2 A fund’s
investments, whether stock or debt, are held as capital assets and typically for more than one year;
therefore nearly all of the gains realized by the funds will be characterized as long-term capital gains
or dividend income, both of which are preferentially taxed.
Professional fund managers organize and manage the funds and, in exchange for these
services, generally receive the following compensation: (1) an annual management fee paid by the
fund (the “management fee”), (2) a contingent incentive fee paid by the fund, entitling the manager
to a specified percentage of the fund’s overall net gain (the “carried interest”), and (3) periodic
“monitoring fees” and “transaction fees” paid by the fund’s portfolio companies. The annual
management fee is typically equal to two percent or so of capital commitments, and the incentive fee
is usually approximately 20 percent of the fund’s profits;3 thus, the famous “two and twenty” deal.
Management fees and monitoring/transactions fees are inter-connected through a “fee offset”
provision, which generally reduces management fees on, or very close to, a dollar-for-dollar basis by
the amount of monitoring/transaction fees received by the manager. As discussed in depth below,
the effect of a fee offset is simply to push management fees down from the fund level to the
portfolio company level. Given the overlapping interests between the portfolio companies and the
funds that own them, the economic results are nearly the same as if monitoring/transaction fees
were not charged. For ease of exposition, most of the discussion below will ignore
monitoring/transaction fees and focus on management fees and carried interest.
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Although fund managers receive both the management fee and the carried interest, they
generally use different entities to receive each type of compensation. Fund managers set up one
company, usually a partnership for tax purposes, to perform the management services for every fund
under its management. This entity is referred to interchangeably as the management company, the
private equity firm, or the sponsor, and it receives the annual management fee. In addition, for each
fund under management, the manager organizes a new flow-through entity to serve as the general
partner of the fund. This entity is known as the general partner, and it receives the carried interest.
Thus, a fund manager will operate through a single management company and multiple general
partners (one for each fund under its management).
Investors generally require that fund managers also contribute capital to the fund to ensure
that they have some “skin in the game.” The general partner (or an affiliate of the general partner)
typically is required to make a capital commitment of one percent or more of the total capital
committed; in exchange, the general partner receives a proportionate capital interest in the fund.
The relationships among the investors, the general partner, the management company, the
fund, and the portfolio companies are depicted below, assuming a 2 and 20 deal with a 1 percent
capital commitment by the general partner:

As mentioned above, the general partner and the management company are flow-through
entities. Their owners are the individual fund managers, who typically are high-income U.S.
individuals. On the other hand, the limited partners generally do not pay U.S. taxes, either because
2
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they are tax-exempt or foreign. The portfolio companies in which domestic private equity funds
invest are typically U.S. corporations. As will be seen, the different tax statuses of the parties play a
significant role in the private equity industry’s tax games.
II. Strategy #1: Pay Preferential Tax Rates on All Risky Pay
The carried interest is structured not as a contingent-fee-for-services, but rather as a special
allocation of items of capital gain or dividend income to the general partner. Under the existing
partnership rules, the capital gain/dividend character sticks to the items as it flows-through the fund
partnership to the general partner, and then flows through the general partner to the individual fund
managers.4 Thus, the individual fund managers recognize capital gain and dividend income, even
though these are the fruits of the managers’ labor and even though such income is almost universally
taxed at ordinary income rates.5
While the carried interest loophole has already been the subject of intense debate and
scrutiny, the role of the investors’ tax-exempt status in facilitating its exploitation is often ignored.6
If the carried interest were structured as a contingent-fee (instead of as a partnership interest that is
characterized as a profits interest), then the managers would realize ordinary income, but the
investors would also receive an ordinary deduction. When the carried interest is structured as a
profits interest, the manager realizes capital gains, and the investors realize reduced capital gains
because 20 percent of the gains, which would otherwise be allocated to the investors, are sheared off
and re-directed to the manager; this has the same effect as giving the investors a capital loss in
respect of the incentive fee. To illustrate, assume that a fund realizes $100 of capital gains and pays
$20 in carried interest. If the carried interest was structured as a fee, the investors would realize
$100 of capital gains and $20 of ordinary deductions, and the manager would realize $20 of ordinary
income. If the carried interest was structured instead as a profits interest, the investors would realize
$80 of capital gains--which is the same as realizing $100 of capital gains but also $20 of capital loss
instead of $20 of ordinary deduction, and the manager realizes $20 of capital gains. The table below
summarizes and compares these results.
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Structure

Manager’s Tax
Consequences

Investor’s Tax
Consequences

Incentive Fee

$20 O.I.

Carried Interest

$20 C.G.

Difference

O.I. into C.G.

$100 C.G. &
($20) O.D.
$80 C.G. [equals
$100 C.G. &
($20) C.L.]
O.D. into C.L.

Therefore, by converting the incentive fee to carried interest, the manager has turned
ordinary income into capital gain (as is well understood), but the investors have simultaneously
turned ordinary losses into capital losses. If the investors and the manager were both taxable and
subject to the same tax rates, then this character swap detriment to the investors7 would precisely
offset the character benefit to the managers, and the net cost to the fisc would be zero. (It might
appear that there would still be distributional concerns from this situation—the investors appear to
be getting a raw tax deal and the manager a tax windfall—but sophisticated parties would take these
tax consequences into account in setting the pre-tax amount of compensation.)
In fact, however, private equity investors are, for the most part, tax-indifferent. Taxindifferent investors do not care at all about turning ordinary losses into capital losses.8 Thus, the
managers win and the investors do not lose, which means that the fisc loses on an overall, net basis.
This shows that the carried interest loophole exists in substantial part because of the tax-indifference
of the manager’s counterparties. The loophole leverages this tax-indifference to the manager’s
advantage—in the form of reduced tax rates—and also likely to the investors’ advantage—in the
form of a reduction in the fees that they must pay managers.
While the investors’ tax indifference is generally a good thing for the parties (because they
can exploit it to their mutual advantage), it can also present a problem. Consider the two percent
management fee that is paid by the fund annually. When the fund pays that fee, it generates an
ordinary deduction for the fund, which is allocated to the limited partner investors. But the taxindifferent investors do not receive any benefit from these ordinary deductions. Thus, the
management fee results in the worst-of-both-worlds—ordinary income to the managers and an
7
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offsetting useless deduction. The parties respond to this in three ways: by attempting to convert
management fees into additional allocations of preferentially taxed income, by sheltering the
management fee income using the private equity firm’s deductions, and by trying to push
management fees down to the portfolio companies.
III. Strategy #2: Management Fee Waivers
Management fee waivers are designed to convert the ordinary income from management
fees into additional allocations of capital gains or dividend income. Of course, such a character
swap could easily be accomplished by reducing management fees in exchange for a larger profit
share. For example, two-and-twenty could be converted into one-and-thirty; this would
undoubtedly be effective in converting income. However, private equity managers and investors do
not appear to be interested in changing the economics of their deal, so managers are left with trying
to dress up their two-and-twenty as something else, which is what management fee waivers
accomplish.
I have previously explored management fee waivers in great detail,9 so I will only briefly
describe them and the related tax issues here. There are two main types of fee waivers: elective
waivers and upfront (or hardwired) waivers, though they are in fact very similar. In elective waivers,
the management company periodically elects to waive future installments of the management fee; in
exchange the general partner (or its affiliate) receives an additional partnership interest (i.e., in excess
of its 1 percent capital interest and 20 percent profits interest) in the fund.
In upfront waivers, the management company’s election to waive all or some its future
management fees is made upon inception of the fund rather than periodically during the life of the
fund. For example, some upfront fee waivers provide that a specified percentage or dollar amount
of future management fees are waived upon inception. Other upfront fee waivers provide that a
certain percentage or dollar amount of the general partner’s capital contribution obligations will be
satisfied through the reduction of the management company’s future management fees.
Whether elective or upfront, fee waivers provide for an exchange of the right to fees for an
additional partnership interest in the fund. The exchange is intended to cause the general partner to
ultimately realize an amount of long-term capital gains and dividend income equal to the amount of
the management company’s forgone management fee. If successful, the fund manager will have
converted immediate ordinary compensation income into deferred preferentially-taxed long-term
capital gains and dividend income, and, given the tax statuses of the fund’s investors, this swap will
have little or no detrimental consequences to the limited partners.
When a management fee is waived by the management company (whether via an elective or
upfront waiver), the general partner becomes entitled to a priority allocation of long-term capital
gains and dividend income equal to the amount of the waived fee.10 In addition, to maintain similar
cash flows, the general partner’s obligation to make capital contributions to the fund is reduced by
9
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the amount of the waived fee, and the investors instead make an extra capital contribution on the
general partner’s behalf. Even though the investors fund the general partner’s capital contribution,
the general partner is entitled to receive distributions from the contribution in precisely the same
manner as if the contribution were made by the general partner in cash, leaving aside the critical
“available gains/profits” limitation discussed below.
To illustrate, assume that a general partner, who has previously waived $1M of management
fees, is required to contribute one percent of the fund’s capital commitments, and the fund is now
calling $100M of capital to buy Company X, and Company X is subsequently sold by the fund for
$200M. (It is assumed that there is no carried interest to keep the illustration simple.) Because of
the fee waiver, the investors fund all $100M of the capital to buy Company X, whereas absent the
fee waiver the general partner would have been required to contribute $1M. Nevertheless, the
general partner still effectively has a one percent interest in Company X, so that when the company
is sold, the general partner is entitled (subject only to the available gains/profits limitation) to receive
$2M of distributions (i.e., one percent of the $200M sales price). From a tax perspective, the general
partner will be allocated $2M of the $100M of capital gains resulting from the sale of Company X;
$1M is the priority allocation resulting from the $1M waived fee, $1M represents the investment gain
on the general partner’s “capital interest” in Company X.11 The remaining $198M of cash from the
sale is distributed to the investors, who are also allocated the remaining $98M of capital gains.12
In contrast, had the waived fee of $1M been paid in cash and the general partner’s capital
commitment been satisfied in cash, the cash flows stemming from the sale of Company X would be
identical: $2M to the general partner and $198M to the limited partners. But tax-wise the manager
would have realized $1M of ordinary income when the fee was paid and only $1M of capital gains
(one percent of the $100M total gain) when Company X was sold. The investors would realize $1M
of ordinary deductions when the management fee was paid by the fund and, upon the sale of
company X, the remaining $99M of the total gain. Thus, the end result is the character swap
described above in the discussion of carried interest: $1M of ordinary income into $1M of capital
gains for the manager and $1M of ordinary deductions into $1M of capital losses for the investors.
Key to the manager’s tax position that fee waivers are effective is the available gains/profits
condition. If, after the waiver, the manager was entitled to precisely the same distributions from
portfolio investments as it was before the waiver, then there would be a clear taxable capital shift in
favor of the general partner. The taxable capital shift (or, in other words, the receipt of a capital
interest in the fund) would result in immediate ordinary income realized by the general partner,
defeating the tax purpose of the fee waiver technique. To prevent this capital shift, the fund
partnership agreement will purport to either (i) limit distributions in respect of the fee waiver
partnership interest or (ii) claw back such prior distributions, if the fund does not realize “available
gains” or “available profits” in an amount sufficient to cover the waived fees.
Available gains are often defined as the cumulative amounts of gains or other gross income
items realized after the date of the fee waiver election; losses and deduction items are ignored in
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computing available gains.13 Available profits are commonly defined as the cumulative amounts of
net income during accounting periods following the date of the fee waiver; accounting periods with
net losses are ignored in computing available profits. In determining both available gains and
available profits, all of the fund’s assets are supposed to be booked up or booked down to fair
market value at the time of the waiver so that built-in gains at the time of the fee waiver will not be
not counted as available gains or in calculating available profits.
These definitions are bizarre in that they ignore either loss transactions (in the case of
available gains) or accounting periods with losses (in the case of available profits). In contrast,
entitlement to carried interest distributions is based on the overall profitability of the fund; in other
words, all transactions and accounting periods “count” in determining entitlement to carried interest
distributions. The definitions are intended to qualify, at least under a hyper-literal interpretation, the
partnership interest resulting from a fee waiver as a “profits interest” under the Rev. Proc. 93-27
safe harbor. If the fund were liquidated immediately after the issuance of a fee waiver interest, there
would be no distributions made in respect of that interest because there will not have been any
opportunity for any of the fund’s investments to appreciate in value and thus no available
gains/profits (assuming a proper book-up of the fund’s assets to fair market value in the context of
an elective waiver).
However, the fact that the fee waiver interest might satisfy the technical definition of a
“profits interest” under the safe harbor should not insulate the fee waiver technique from challenge.
First, it appears likely that the conditions for the Rev. Proc. 93-27 safe harbor are not satisfied in the
typical case, which means that the IRS is not precluded from taxing fee waiver partnership interests,
which are easy to value considering that they have clearly been received in lieu of a fixed fee.14
Second, it is not clear that such a hyper-literal interpretation of the safe harbor is appropriate,
considering that the drafters of the safe harbor surely were had garden variety profits interests in
mind. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, Congress enacted section 707(a)(2)(A) precisely to
counteract this sort of strategy to artificially disguise fees-for-services as a partnership interest in an
effort to turn ordinary income into capital gains.
Section 707(a)(2)(A) was designed to address artificial partnership transactions that are, in
substance, merely fee-for-service transactions. In fact, the possibility that artificial partnership
transactions could transmute ordinary income into capital gains was explicitly cited in the legislative
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history as a problem intended to be addressed by this provision.15 The legislative history also makes
clear that the critical issue in distinguishing between fee-for-service transactions disguised as
partnership transactions and bona fide partnership transactions is the absence or presence of
entrepreneurial risk. The existence of entrepreneurial risk would be indicative of a bona fide
partnership transaction; in the absence of such risk, the transaction would be recast under section
707(a)(2)(A).16
Therefore, the critical issue under section 707(a)(2)(A) is whether the available gains/profits
condition results in the requisite amount of entrepreneurial risk necessary to avoid
recharacterization. An available gains condition constitutes a special allocation of gross income,
which was recast as compensation even before section 707(a)(2)(A) was enacted.17 An available
profits condition is a special allocation of net income during the particular accounting period used
(annual or quarter). But even if annual net income is allocated (without any reduction for prior net
losses nor subject to clawback in the event of future net losses), it is clear that whatever risk is
assumed, it is non-entrepreneurial because the holder can receive substantial distributions even if the
fund does not make any profits and, in fact, even if the fund loses a substantial amount money
overall.
This conclusion that section 707(a)(2)(A) applies to common types of fee waivers is
consistent with the conclusions of other commentators. Professor Karen Burke believes that
“section 707(a)(2)(A) clearly should suffice to catch a typical management fee conversion.” 18
Professor Howard Abrams similarly concludes that section 707(a)(2)(A) applies to typical fee waiver
provisions:
[Section 707(a)(2)(A)] should capture not only gross income allocations (as are captured
under current law) but also annual net income allocations that will not be offset by
subsequent allocations of loss even if the partnership suffers losses in the future. That is,
allocation on a carried interest, followed by the distribution of the allocated amount, to the
extent not subject to a potential claw-back allocation does not reflect an entrepreneurial
return because it is independent of the overall success of the venture. Such allocations and
distributions, therefore should be ‘properly characterized as a transaction occurring between
the partnership and a partner acting other than in his capacity as a member of the
partnership.19
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payments. See Staff of Joint Comm. on Taxation, H.R. 4170, 98th Cong., P.L. 97-248, General Explanation of the
Revenue Provisions of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, at 230.
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Even tax practitioners have explicitly recognized the lack of meaningful risk resulting from current
fee waiver practices:
The reality is that most partners engaging in fee waivers want to do so on terms that do not
meaningfully alter their right to receive the underlying funds, or subject it to greater risk. The
ideal result for most waiver arrangements is one where, if tax considerations are put aside,
there is essentially no change to their right to receive the funds.20
The lack of entrepreneurial risk is apparent even if you assume unrealistically that the
available gains/profits conditions will be carefully applied and stringently enforced. In fact,
however, it is doubtful that this is happening. The fund agreements typically give the general partner
the unilateral discretion to calculate the amount of available gains/profits and to determine whether
and how any limitation on distributions (or clawback of prior distributions) is to be made. In
addition, the critical terms “available gains” or “available profits” are sometimes completely
undefined21 or so ambiguously or complicatedly defined that general partners can define the terms
any way they like. In these cases, the available gains/profits condition is effectively an illusory
condition because, given the discretion afforded the general partner and the ambiguity of the
condition, no limited partner would ever be able to successfully sue to recover fee waiver
distributions that were improperly received.22
Fee waivers, therefore, do not work under current law. Treasury and the IRS have fee
waivers listed on the current guidance plan, and there have been suggestions that such guidance is
imminent. The guidance should confirm that section 707(a)(2)(A) recharacterizes fee waiver
arrangements that do not, at a minimum, condition fee waiver distributions on the fund’s overall
profitably after the fee waiver election. Thus, fee waivers would have to use available profits and
define that term to mean the amount of overall net economic income, if any, realized by the fund
after the fee waiver election (i.e., taking into account all gains and losses).
This approach is both simple and consistent with the purpose and language of section
707(a)(2)(A).23 It will also significantly reduce revenue losses from fee waivers, because it would
require fund managers who wish to turn water into wine to subject their nonrisky pay to meaningful
entrepreneurial risk. Fund managers will typically be loath to do this and therefore the approach
should go a long way towards killing off management fee waivers.
Even if this approach is ultimately adopted by the IRS, however, in many respects it would
be too little too late. Management fee waivers have been pervasive over at least the past 15 years. A
well-traveled Wilson Sonsini powerpoint from back in 2001 describes fee waivers in detail. During
20

See Saba Ashraf & Alyson K. Pirio, Management Fee Waivers: The Current State of Play, 27 J. Taxation & Reg.
Fin. Inst. 5, 18 (2013) (emphasis added).
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p. 42 (“available profits” undefined), available at http://naked-capitalism.com/LPAs/verified-asLPAs/179321_psers-011-082.pdf.
22
In fact, as Lee Sheppard has recently reported, a 2006 KKR fund actually allows the manager to unilaterally
amend, in its sole discretion, the clawback that would be triggered in the event of insufficient Available Profits. See
Lee A. Sheppard, Investment Fund Revenue Reporting and Clawback Provisions, Tax Notes, August 18, 2014.
23
See supra note 19 (concluding that section 707(a)(2)(A) applies to allocations that are not based on the overall
profitability because of the lack of entrepreneurial risk).
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the Romney campaign for president, it was disclosed that a single private equity firm, Bain Capital,
had waived in excess of $1 billion of management fees over the past 10 years, saving its partners
approximately $250 million in taxes over that period. When the IRS finally enforces the law, it will
generally be able to recover taxes (plus penalties and interest) for the past three years of fee waiver
activity, a small fraction of the taxes that have been avoided since the dawn of fee waivers.
III. Strategy #3: Allocation of All Manager Expenses to Management Fee
Existing carried interest rules allow managers to pay preferential tax rates on all of their risky
pay (strategy #1). Management fee waivers purport to allow managers to pay the same low rates on
some of their non-risky pay (strategy #2). Strategy #3 deals with the residual amounts of non-risky
pay: the management fees that remain after fee waiver. Managers allocate all of their out-of-pocket
expenses to this residual management fee, even though these out-of-pocket expenses are attributable
to both the management fee stream and to carried interest. In fact, it seems that at least some
managers are able to zero out their management fee income in this manner.24
Managers—through the management company— incur significant amounts of out-of-pocket
expenses, from office rent to staff salaries, which they immediately deduct against their management
fee income. As previously described, however, managers receive two distinct sets of income streams
from their activities: management fees characterized as ordinary income and carried interest
allocations of capital gains or dividends. In theory, these out-of-pocket costs should be reasonably
allocated between these two income streams, which would mean that the costs would reduce both
the amount of immediate net ordinary income from management fees and also the amount of net
capital gains/dividends they eventually realize through the carried interest. Nevertheless, the current
tax rules appear to allow the managers to allocate 100 percent of their out-of-pocket costs to their
current management fee income.
This allocation is tax-beneficial. To illustrate, assume that a firm realizes $100 of
management fees in Year 1 and $100 of carried interest in Year 2 and that the firm incurs $100 of
out-of-pocket expenses in Year 1. Assume further that a reasonable allocation of the expenses
would be fifty percent to the management fees and fifty percent to the carried interest because the
expenses were equally related to the two income sources. If allocated 50/50, the managers would
realize $50 of net ordinary income in Year 1 and $50 of net capital gain in Year 2. Under current
law, however, the managers would realize $0 of net ordinary income in Year 1 and $100 of net
capital gain in Year 2. The following table compares these results, assuming a 40 percent marginal
tax rate on ordinary income and a 20 percent marginal tax rate on capital gains, and a 6 percent
discount rate.

24

See Jeff Coen & Bob Secter, Rauner Used Strategy Now Under IRS Scrutiny to Slash Income Taxes, Chicago
Tribune (July 2, 2014) (reporting that private equity manager Bruce Rauner, recently elected as the governor of
Illinois, reported zero compensation and self-employment income in certain years despite earning tens of millions
of dollars in adjusted gross income during the period).
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Theoretical
Result [Tax
Owed]
Current Law
[Tax Owed]
Difference

Year 1 O.I.

Year 2 C.G.

$50
[$20]

$50
[$10]

$0
[$0]
$50
[$20]

$100
[$20]
($50)
[($10)]

PV of Tax in Yr
1
[$29.43]
[$18.87]
[$10.56]

In effect, the misallocation of expenses allows the managers to turn the $50 of current
ordinary income into deferred capital gain, which is exactly what fee waivers are designed to
accomplish.25 But, unlike abusive fee waivers, the strategy is permissible under current law.
In order for some portion of the out-of-pocket expenses to be property allocated to the
carried interest, they would have to be required to be capitalized. The relevant capitalization rules
(in the so-called INDOPCO regulations), however, appear to allow all of these out-of-pocket
expenses to be deducted even though there is no doubt that some of those expenses are attributable
to future capital gains. First, the INDOPCO regulations include a very generous blanket rule that
allows all employee compensation, guaranteed payments to partners, and overhead costs to be
immediately deducted regardless of whether they facilitate the acquisition or creation of intangible
assets or value.26 This blanket rule likely covers the vast majority of a private equity firm’s out-ofpocket expenses. In addition, because the INDOPCO regulations require capitalization only for
narrowly defined expenditures that relate to specified types of intangible assets,27 it appears that even
expenses that are not covered by the blanket rule are also immediately deductible against ordinary
income.
IV. Strategy #4: Allocate Deductions to Portfolio Companies
The first three strategies all deal with the income side of the equation, and they all convert
the manager’s current ordinary income into deferred capital gain/dividend income without any
material adverse effect on any other party to the transaction. The carried interest loophole covers all
of the manager’s risky pay. The misallocation of managerial expenses covers the amount of
nonrisky pay that can be sheltered by those expenses. And many private equity firms convert the
remaining nonrisky pay (i.e., the “profit” from management fees) into additional carried interest via
abusive fee waivers. In combination, these strategies can permit the manager to claim preferential
tax rates for all of his or her compensation, whether risky or nonrisky.28
What about the deduction side of the ledger? As explained above, carried interest and fee
waivers cause management fee deductions to morph into capital losses, though this potentially
adverse character swap is not materially harmful given the tax-indifference of most private equity
25

In addition, there are no negative consequences to any counterparties from this misallocation of expenses.
See Treas. Reg. § 1.263(a)-4(e)(4)(i), (ii).
27
See Treas. Reg. § 1.263(a)-4(b)(1).
28
See Coen & Secter, supra note 24 (describing how Bruce Rauner realized zero compensation and selfemployment income in certain years).
26
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investors and the limitations on miscellaneous itemized deductions. But what about the
management fees that are not converted via fee waiver? While the manager gets to shelter some or
all of that income with its out-of-pocket expenses (i.e., strategy #3), without any other restructuring
the compensation deductions with respect to management fees that are left unconverted would be
allocated to the private equity fund’s investors, who cannot utilize the deductions. If there’s
anything a tax lawyer hates, it’s to see a perfectly good deduction go to waste. Strategy #4 aims to
solve this problem.
Strategy #4 involves pushing management fee deductions down from the fund whose
owners generally do not pay U.S. taxes down to the portfolio companies who do. They accomplish
this through the use of excessive monitoring and transaction fees charged to the portfolio
companies and management fee offsets. Without management fee offsets, excessive fees paid by
portfolio companies would significantly alter the economic deal between managers and investors,
leaving managers with a windfall that is borne by investors. Management fee offsets, which typically
reduce management fees by the monitoring/transaction fees on a dollar-for-dollar basis, are
designed to prevent this distortion.29 The end result is that, though the pre-tax economics are
unchanged, compensation deductions are purportedly moved from the fund level down to the
portfolio company level.
A. Application of Existing Law to Monitoring Fees
As I have explained in detail previously, this strategy ordinarily does not work under current
law.30 The portfolio companies claim compensation deductions for monitoring fees paid, but these
deductions are not allowed under section 162. In order for a taxpayer to deduct purported
compensation for services, there are two independent conditions: (i) the payor must have, in
making the payment, a compensatory purpose, or stated differently, an intent to pay compensation,
and (ii) the amount paid must be reasonable in light of the services that are being provided.31 In
most reported cases involving the deductibility of compensation, it is the second prong—
reasonableness—that is at issue. In the case of monitoring fees, however, the first condition—
compensatory intent—is often not satisfied. It is well-established that if compensatory intent is
absent, no deduction will be allowed, even if the amount paid might be considered reasonable.32

29

The clear trend is towards these 100 percent offset arrangements, though 80 percent offsets also remain
commonplace. In the case of 80 percent fee offsets, the pre-tax deal is altered to the detriment of the investors,
but once tax effects are taken into account, it will usually be a win-win for managers and investors. See Gregg D.
Polsky, The Untold Story of Sun Capital: Disguised Dividends, Tax Notes, February 3, 2014, at 561 n.36 (explaining
how fee offsets as low as 60 percent can leave investors better off).
30
See Polsky, supra note 29; Gregg D. Polsky, Private Equity Monitoring Fees as Dividends: Collateral Impact, Tax
Note, June 2, 2014.
31
See O.S.C. Associates, Inc. v. Comm’r, 187 F.3d 116 (9th Cir. 1999); Nor-Cal Adjusters v. Comm’r, 503 F.2d 359 (9th
Cir. 1974), IRS Field Service Advice 200042001; see also Treas. Reg. § 1.162-7(a) (“The test of deductibility in the
case of compensation payments is whether they are reasonable and are in fact payments purely for services.”).
32
See, e.g., IRS FSA 200042001 (“[L]ack of compensatory purpose has been relied upon to find amounts paid to
employees are not deductible even though they might have been reasonable in amount.”); Electric & Neon, Inc. v.
Comm’r, 56 T.C. 1324 (1971) (“The test of deductibility of alleged compensation is, as we mentioned, two-pronged.
However, in this case, the [IRS] does not contend that the amounts which [the service provider] received from [the
taxpayer], including the withdrawals and his stated salary, constituted unreasonable compensation for his services.
Rather, the [IRS’s] position is that the amount which [the service provider] received from [the taxpayer] in excess
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In determining compensatory intent, the label that the parties place on the payment is not
determinative.33 Instead, all of the facts and circumstances surrounding the payment must be
examined to determine whether, in substance, the payor had the requisite intent to pay
compensation.34 In particular, the terms and structure of the purported compensation arrangement
are the critical facts that must be examined in determining the payor’s intent.35 In addition, in light
of the well-known incentive of closely held C corporations to disguise dividends as compensation,
courts and the IRS subject their compensation arrangements to particularly close scrutiny.36
A large number of recent monitoring fee agreements have been filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission and are publicly available. A quick perusal of a sampling of these agreements
leads to the conclusion that many monitoring fee deals would not be able to satisfy the
compensatory intent requirement. These agreements universally require large regular payments to
private equity firms over a lengthy period of time (commonly ten years) purportedly in exchange for
future nebulously described management, consulting, financial, and advisory services. The amount
of fees are set well before it is known whether there will be any need for substantial “monitoring”
services above and beyond what the company’s traditional management can provide.37 Many of the
monitoring fee contracts expressly give the manager unfettered discretion in determining whether
and when any monitoring services will be performed as well as the extent and scope of any such
services. Many arrangements are also explicit in providing that no minimum number of hours or
other quantity of services must be performed.
In addition, a number of monitoring fee contracts allow the private equity firm to terminate
the arrangement in its sole discretion (i.e., whether with or without “cause”) at any time and still get
paid the full present value of all of the future monitoring fees that it would have received had the
contract run its full course. In these cases, the portfolio company has obligated itself to pay the
entire amount of monitoring fees called for under the contract (discounted only for the time-value
of money) even if the private equity firm unilaterally decides to prematurely terminate the
agreement, regardless of the reason for such termination and even if the termination were to occur
of his stated salary were not intended to be paid as compensation. It is settled law that such intent must be shown
as a condition precedent to the allowability of a deduction to the corporation.”).
33
See Nor-Cal Adjusters v. Comm’r, 503 F.2d 359 (9th Cir. 1974) (payments designated as bonuses lacked
compensatory intent and therefore were nondeductible disguised dividends); O.S.C. Assoc. v. Comm’r, 187 F.3d
1116 (9th Cir. 1999) (payments made pursuant to an incentive compensation plan lacked compensatory intent and
therefore were nondeductible disguised dividends).
34
See Electric & Neon, Inc. v. Comm’r, 56 T.C. 1324, 1340 (1971) (“Whether such intent [to pay compensation] has
been shown is, of course, a factual question to be decided on the basis of the particular facts and circumstances of
the case.”)
35
See O.S.C. & Assoc., T.C. Memo 1997-300 at 9 (explaining that “the most persuasive evidence of the petitioner’s
lack of compensatory intent is the plan itself”); Charles Schneider & Co. v. Comm’r, 500 F.2d 148, 153 (8 th Cir. 1974)
(“The provisions of the agreements themselves tend to support the notion that they provided for a distribution of
profits rather than compensation for services rendered.”).
36
See, e.g., Elliots, Inc. v. Comm’r, 716 F.2d 1241, 1243 (9th Cir. 1983); Charles McCandless Tile Service v. U.S., 422
F.2d 1336, 1339 (Ct. Cl. 1970); IRS FSA 200042001 (each concluding, in the context of analyzing the deductibility of
compensation, that close scrutiny is warranted when a closely held corporation is involved).
37
Private equity observer Dan Primack has specifically noted this idiosyncratic feature of monitoring fees: “The
monitoring fee agreements are determined at the time of sale, not at the time of any specific consulting need.”
Dan Primack, Private Equity’s New Tax Problem, CNNMoney, Feb. 3, 2014.
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the minute after the management agreement is executed. As private equity journalist Dan Primack
explains, this is an extremely unusual deal term: “This isn’t like paying a termination fee to your
cellphone provider because you don’t want to fulfill the term of your two year agreement. It’s like
your cellphone provider terminating your service after six months, and then demanding the next 18
months of payments anyway.”
And, if one needs any more proof that monitoring fees are not paid with the requisite
compensatory intent, when a portfolio company is acquired by a consortium of private equity funds,
the monitoring fees are typically allocated among the respective private equity managers perfectly
proportional to share ownership of the portfolio company, often down to the hundred thousandth
percentage point.38 In addition, some monitoring fee arrangements in these deals provide that the
allocation of monitoring fees among the private equity sponsors is automatically adjusted if the
funds’ respective share ownership percentages fluctuate. And, when a pension fund co-invests
alongside one or more private equity funds, the pension fund sometimes receives a “special
dividend” at the same time and in the same per-share amount as the monitoring fees.39
All of these factors indicate a lack of compensatory intent. A payor with compensatory
intent would not allow the service provider to decide unilaterally whether, when, and to what extent
services are required to be performed under a contract that calls for millions of dollars of payments
over a ten year term, especially when the required services are only nebulously described. Likewise,
a payor with compensatory intent would not allow a service provider to unilaterally cancel the
services contract at any time and for any reason and still get paid in full. Pro rata allocations also
belie compensatory intent because payments made with compensatory intent would be allocated
among multiple service providers based on the respective value of their services, not based on mere
share ownership.40 It would be an incredible coincidence if a private equity firm that controlled, say,
7.2347 percent of shares was also expected to provide 7.2347 percent of the monitoring services, but
that is the only way to show that monitoring fees can be proven to be “in fact payments purely for
services.”41
Accordingly, the compensation deductions claimed by many private-equity-controlled
portfolio companies with respect to monitoring fees should be disallowed. Instead, the monitoring
38

Cf. Kennedy v. Comm’r, 671 F.2d 167, 175 (6th Cir. 1982) (“One factor which is indicative of a distribution of
capital rather than compensation is if the payments are in proportion to… stockholdings.”); Paul E. Kummer Realty
Co. v. Comm’r, 511 F.2d 313, 316 (8th Cir. 1975) (“It is also significant that the net pre-tax profits distributed to the
three [purported service providers] were almost identical to the percentage of stock held by each of them.”); 2002
IRS NSAR 20023 (“Paying the bonuses in exact ratio to stockholdings supports the finding that the purported
bonuses were in substance a dividend rather than compensation for services.”)
39
See Primack, supra note 37 (describing how the Ontario Teachers’ Pension Fund, in the acquisition of GNC
Holdings, received “special dividends” at the same times and in the same amounts as monitoring fees were paid to
its equal private equity co-investor). See also Polsky, supra note 30, and Mark Maremont, Buyout Firms’ Get a
Closer Look, The Wall Street Journal, Feb. 3, 2014 (describing the receipt of millions of dollars of purported
monitoring fees paid to a self-described homemaker by a company with 200,000 employees on the payroll).
40
The fact that the private equity firm, rather than the fund (who owns the shares of the portfolio companies that
pay monitoring fees), receives the monitoring fee payments does not change the analysis because management
fee offsets allow the fund to capture the economic benefit of monitoring fees in the form of reduced management
fees. See Polsky, supra note 29, at 561. For further discussion of this point and how monitoring fees should be
recast, see Polsky, supra note 30.
41
Treas. Reg. § 1.162-7(a).
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fees paid by the portfolio companies to the private equity firm should be recast as dividends paid by
the portfolio companies to the private equity fund, which then uses those dividends to pay its own
management fees to the private equity firm.42 To the extent that the dividends deemed to be
received by the fund are allocated its foreign investors, the dividends would generally be subject to
withholding taxes of 30 percent or 15 percent, depending on whether a treaty applied.
B. In Theory, Should Some Monitoring Fees Be Deductible by Portfolio Companies?
The previous subsection explained that, as a matter of current doctrine, monitoring fees paid
by portfolio companies are often nondeductible. The deductions should be disallowed because the
terms of the monitoring fee arrangements are often flatly inconsistent with the existence of
compensatory intent, which is a separate and distinct condition (apart from reasonableness) to
deductibility.
This subsection steps back from current monitoring fee practices and current law to discuss
the question of whether, in theory, some monitoring fee deductions should be allowable. This issue
is essentially a cost allocation issue. Private equity managers perform a variety of services at the fund
level, for the benefit of investors. Among other things, managers investigate investment
opportunities, select the investments that are worth pursuing, negotiate the purchase prices of
investments, arrange for the financing of acquisitions or recapitalizations, determine the structure of
investments, engage in potential recapitalizations of portfolio companies, decide when to exit
investments, negotiate the sale of investments, and determine the structure of exits. These activities
benefit the fund, and they are also fully consistent with the conventional tax position of private
equity funds that the funds are merely investors and not engaged in a trade or business. These fundlevel activities relate to the investment decisions of the fund in managing the investors’ money.
Private equity managers also may, from time to time, perform services for a portfolio
company’s benefit. The extent and scope of these activities may vary from manager to manager and
from portfolio company to portfolio company. Managers may interact with the portfolio company’s
management and provide oversight and advice on the company’s operations. In some cases, this
activity might be minimal, in others it could be substantial.
From a tax policy perspective, the cost of the services provided to the portfolio company (as
opposed to the fund) generally ought to be deductible by the portfolio company, while the cost of
the fund-level services should generally be deductible by the fund.43 Deductions generated by the
portfolio company can provide significant tax benefits because the deductions shelter corporate
income that would otherwise have been taxed.44 On the other hand, deductions at the fund level are
generally useless because they are allocated to mostly to tax-indifferent investors who get no benefit
from them.
42

For a more detailed discussion of this recast, see Polsky supra note 30.
Costs that are in the nature of capital expenditure should be capitalized. The capitalization doctrine is most
relevant to the fund-level services because those services are generally attributable to the long-term investments.
However, as discussed above, given the tax-indifferent nature of the fund’s investors, the precise tax treatment of
the fund’s expenses (as immediate deductions or capital expenditures) turns out to be mostly irrelevant.
44
The exception is where the portfolio company has large net operating losses. In that case, the deductions are
added to the net operating loss (NOL) carryforward. The NOL carryforward may be monetized in the future if the
company becomes profitable before the carryforwards expire after 20 years.
43
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In practice, there is no attempt to even approximate the right answer to the cost allocation
question. Instead, monitoring fee practices appear to be based on a rough assessment of the tax
costs and benefits of different allocation schemes, not based on an assessment of the proper
placement of the deduction. While pushing compensation down to the portfolio companies allows
for a potentially usable deduction, it also eliminates the opportunity for the manager to receive taxpreferred carry. This is because the manager, when it receives monitoring fees, is receiving
compensation from a corporation, as opposed to an allocation from a partnership, and
compensation from a corporation cannot be structured as carried interest. Managers seem to prefer
receiving the tax-preferred carry over tax-deductible monitoring fees.45 So, they receive all of their
risky pay and some of their nonrisky pay as tax-preferred carry, and try to use monitoring fee
arrangements to treat whatever is left as deductible compensation by the portfolio companies.
The tax-nirvana result would be to treat all of the manager’s compensation above and
beyond its out-of-pocket expenses as carried interest (or “converted” management fees taxed as
carried interest), use the manager’s out-of-pocket expenses to zero out the manager’s ordinary
income, and move all of the non-carried interest expense down to the portfolio company level.
Even if the tax-nirvana result is not accomplished because the managers earns more fixed income
than its out-of-pocket expenses, excess monitoring fees still result in the underpayment of corporate
taxes. The corporate tax is intended to tax corporate income twice, once at the company level
(when the income is earned) and again at the shareholder level (as gains on the sale of stock). When
stock is owned (directly or indirectly) by tax-exempt or foreign investors, their share of corporate
income is supposed to be taxed once and only once, at the corporate level; their stock gains are
exempt from tax. To the extent corporate income is sheltered by excessive monitoring fees,
however, taxable investors’ share of corporate income would be taxed only once (at the shareholder
level), while the tax-exempt investors’ share of corporate income would not be taxed at all.
The theoretically correct result would be to allow deductions for monitoring fees properly
allocable to the portfolio company but to deny deductions for the remainder of monitoring fees
paid. As argued above, current doctrine disallows all monitoring fees in many cases because the
structure in place belies any compensatory intent. The structure is flawed because the private equity
industry does not attempt to fairly apportion management fees between the fund and the portfolio
companies. Monitoring fees are set well in advance of knowing what needs the portfolio company
might have, and the fees charged are either a fixed annual amount or a fixed percentage of EBITDA
or similar metric. There is simply no relationship between the amount charged and the amount of
services reasonably expected to be performed for the benefit of the portfolio company.
As a result, current law would overtax the portfolio companies to some extent. However,
this result could be avoided through a simple restructuring of the manager’s deal with its portfolio
companies. For example, if the private equity manager billed, at market rates, the portfolio
45

This may seem irrational in that carried interest only saves about 20 percentage points in taxes for the manager,
while deductibility at the portfolio company can save 35 percentage points. But net operating losses at the
portfolio companies, agency problems (namely, the prioritization of the manager’s tax position over the portfolio
company’s), and the exaltation of book earnings over real (i.e., after-tax) earnings may explain this phenomenon.
For discussion of the prioritization of the manager’s tax position, see Mark P. Gergen, Tax Law Influences on the
Form and Substance of Equity Compensation in the United States, available at
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2326732.
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companies by the hour or by the project or by some other reasonable method for work actually
performed at the , then those payments would be deductible by the portfolio company level. This
would be appropriate, as the portfolio companies’ income would now be fairly reflected.
V. Conclusion
This article can be described as anthropological study of how subchapter K is actually
practiced by extremely sophisticated partnerships who are advised by the leading partnership tax
practitioners in the United States. The practices it details therefore have real-world implications for
subchapter K reform.
The most obvious implications are with respect to carried interest reform. Numerous
proposals would tax allocations made with respect to carried interest as ordinary income. The
proposals essentially turn off, with respect to carried interest allocations, section 702(b)’s general rule
that the character of partnership tax items is conclusively determined at the partnership level. Even
though the partnership realizes capital gains or dividend income, once a portion of those items are
allocated to a manager in respect of services, that portion would suddenly morph into ordinary
income.
If such a proposal were enacted, it would encourage fund managers to push carried interest
payments down from the fund, who could not utilize the resulting deduction, to the portfolio
companies; after carried interest reform, the managers would now be taxed the same either way, so
the result would be a reduction in taxes overall. Michael Knoll recognized this potential response
way back in 2008, although he did not get into the details of how fund managers might try to
accomplish this.46
One method would be to have the portfolio companies simply promise to pay the managers
the carried interest payments as simple fees-for-services. But it would appear to be extremely
difficult, if not impossible, for the parties to replicate the economics of current private equity
structures in this manner, because the amount of carried interest distributions ultimately depends on
the overall performance of all of the portfolio companies. If, overall, the fund breaks even, then no
carry is supposed to be paid. Thus, the payment obligations of PC1 would apparently depend on the
performance of PC2 through PC10, and vice versa. While a fund could perhaps make losing
portfolio companies pay “negative carry” (i.e., portfolio companies would receive payments from,
rather than make payments to, the fund manager if the carry was underwater), this would seem to be
a very awkward way for portfolio companies to pay for services. Making matters even more
awkward, the total “negative carry” paid could not exceed the total positive carry previously
received. Such a cap is necessary because, under the prevailing economic arrangement, overall carry
cannot go negative. The bizarreness of the structure—where PC10’s obligation to pay
“compensation” depends on the increase in value of PC1 through PC9—would surely risk
recharacterization by the IRS. The IRS would could simply recast the deal as a dressed-up carry
arrangement and move the deductions back up to the fund level.
A more realistic alternative would be to simply juice up the existing monitoring
fee/management fee offset structure. Under current practices, fee offsets only reduce management
fees, not carried interest payments. This is consistent with the notion that the tax benefit to the
46

See Knoll, supra note 6, 153-56 (2008).
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manager from transmuting ordinary income (management fee income or monitoring fee income)
into capital gains (carried interest) is more important than the tax cost of leaving portfolio company
deductions on the table. If this were not true, we would expect that fee offsets would also reduce
carried interest payments. But if carried interest reform were enacted, then the manager would be
indifferent as between receiving payments denominated as carried interest or monitoring fees.
Accordingly, the parties might restructure their arrangement to provide for (i) vastly larger
monitoring fees payable by portfolio companies, and (ii) the expansion of fee offsets so that they
serve to reduce not only management fees but also carried interest payments.
If the juiced up monitoring fee/offset structure was respected by the IRS (as opposed to
being recast as dividends), the cost of carried interest reform to the private equity industry, and the
revenue raised by the government, would be reduced. However, this paper has argued that existing
monitoring fee structures are ripe for recharacterization.
More generally, the two abusive practices described here highlight the corrosive combination
of IRS enforcement passivity in the subchapter K arena with the intellectual capture of the elite tax
professionals who practice in the area. These practices raise the question of whether fundamental
partnership tax reform that does not radically simplify subchapter K can be successfully
implemented without significantly ramped-up IRS enforcement and much more admirable behavior
by elite tax professionals.
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